
Bill of Lading/Checklist 

Carrier __________________ 

          Order ID ___________________ 

             Vin # ______________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

Pickup Address ______________________   Destination Address__________________________  

Origin Signature _____________________/_________Driver Initials_________/Destination Signature_____________________ 

Comments ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Checklist Items (not applicable for rejection) 
__Minimum 2 Keys & 2 Fobs (Cargo Vans, Box Trucks) & 3 Keys & 3 Fobs (EDVs) &   Minimum 8 Keys & 2 Fobs 
(Step Vans & CDVs) All door locks function properly with keys and fobs.  Fuel delivered at 1/4 tank or above.  
Handcart w/bungee, Spare tire present (cargo vans), Clean Vehicle both inside and outside, Amazon decals on 

both sides.  Vehicle delivered on 35% charge (Electric Vehicle Only) 

Inspection Items/Reasons for Rejection 
__Tires - Tires over 4/32 tread, not mismatched, wear is even (6/32 for steer/front tires, CA only) 
__Lights/Bulbs - Lens covers not broken and bulbs are working 
__Seatbelt/Windshield/Glass - Operational, pre-tensioner is operable, no cuts, tears, or rips, no broken, no 
cracks, stars, spider webs, bullseyes, or etching  
__Electrical - Equipment and accessories are operable (USB ports, screens, sensors, cameras, radio, window 
controls, cigarette lighter) 
__Warning Lights - Dashboard warning lights are not on, or flashing. 
__Horn and Backup Alarm - Operable (AVAS sound is present at speeds under 12mph - EDVs only) 
__Wipers\Side Mirrors - Not damaged or missing, washing system operable, not damaged, inoperable, missing 
__EDV Charge Port/ Engine (EDVs only) - Operational and free of damage, starts, no hard idle, and no liquids 
(other than water) leaking below vehicle 
__Dents - No dents larger than 3" in diameter or when single panel contains 4 or more dents greater than 1”, or 
dents that compromise safety,  
vehicle structural integrity, and professional image 
__Scratches - No scratches 6" or longer and/or 3" or wider, single, or accumulative 
__Chips - No more than 10 chips on any panel and no chips greater than 3" in diameter 
__Interior - No tears, rips, burn holes larger than 1"; greater than 3" on carpets. 
__Aftermarket & Upfit Parts -Equipment isn’t missing or damaged (side steps, rear step, shelving, cameras) 
__Safety Equipment -Equipment isn't missing or damaged (fire extinguisher, first aid kit, reflector kit, spare fuses) 
__OEM VIN Plate - Matches registration and other paperwork 
__DOT Number - Applied to both sides of vehicle (DOT vehicles only) 
__DOT Inspection - Copy of up-to-date Federal Annual Inspection in glove box, and sticker properly affixed to 
base of driver's seat facing door CA DOT Weight Sticker - Applied to both sides of vehicle (California DOT only) 

 


